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Introduction

2006 Prof. Momchil Dobrev and Mariola Garibova create a THEORY OF SOCIAL HUMAN GENOCIDE, which uses
all means of genocide and pressure on the population and creating a new normality and imposing a new
normality - NEW WORLD ORDER ..
Theory of Social Human Genocide - neoliberal global neo-fascism involves genocide through - food, medicine,
health, education, chemical spraying, GMOs, creating new drugs to cause new diseases, increasing the impact
of deadly diseases, lack of health, deprivation of healthcare from methods and ways of treatment that lead to
a positive result with less money, prices, imposition of an education system that achieves dullness, zombies of
the young population, change history, high price pressure, high price pressure , costs, services, products,
increasing inequalities, generating inequalities, creating debt, deep spiral, increasing debt to the population,
creating businesses for the poor, generating crises - economic, political, social, cultural, religious, erasure of
history, prohibition of history, prohibition of moral and ethical norms and values ..
1.1 Introduce the Problem
The problem of social genocide committed against the population of the planet EARTH by governments ruled
by the deep mafia is a huge problem. This problem is aimed at creating a NEW WORLD ORDER and,
accordingly, bringing the earth's population into a DIGITAL FASCISM, through which the population and people
of the planet Earth will become one hundred percent manageable and dependent on this MAFIA.
The disclosure of the methods, ways, approaches of the SOCIAL GENOCIDE gives the appropriate solutions for
combating this genocide against humanity.
2.

Research methods

Research methods of the emergence of THEORY AND PRACTICE OF THE SOCIAL GENOCIDE of the neoliberal
global neo-fascism of the DEEP MAFIA and the DEEP STATE and the GOVERNMENTS RULED BY ITS WORLD.
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Analysis of the impact on people of all kinds, education, health, social activities, capital, market economy,
water, food, family, sexuality.
Analysis of methods, approaches ways of influencing people and personality
3.

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF THE SOCIAL HUMAN GENOCIDE - NEOLIBERAL GLOBAL NEOFASCISM

2006 Prof. Momchil Dobrev and Mariola Garibova create a THEORY OF SOCIAL HUMAN GENOCIDE, which uses
all means of genocide and pressure on the population and creating a new normality and imposing a new
normality - NEW WORLD ORDER ..
Theory of Social Human Genocide - neoliberal global neo-fascism involves genocide through - food, medicine,
health, education, chemical spraying, GMOs, creating new drugs to cause new diseases, increasing the impact
of deadly diseases, lack of health, deprivation of healthcare from methods and ways of treatment that lead to
a positive result with less money, prices, imposition of an education system that achieves dullness, zombies of
the young population, change history, high price pressure, high price pressure , costs, services, products,
increasing inequalities, generating inequalities, creating debt, deep spiral, increasing debt to the population,
creating businesses for the poor, generating crises - economic, political, social, cultural, religious, erasure of
history, prohibition of history, prohibition of moral and ethical norms and values ..
The social genocide used in Theory and Practice uses the same cycle as the following:
CYCLE - FORMULA OF HUMAN SOCIAL PERSONAL GENOCIDE
Threat, - fear, insecurity - chaos - panic, manipulation, propaganda, proposal for a solution, proposal for
setting a new norm, imposing new laws to satisfy this new norm - this genocide
Creating threat, fear.
Maintaining fear - by amplitude, by threat.
Increasing fear, threat.
Expanding the fear, the threat.
Multiplication of fear, of threat.
Modification of fear, threat.
Creating fear, threat at different levels of needs.Creating fear - a threat at different levels of perception.
Stress - maintaining stress, increasing fear, multiplying fear / stress,
Causing a change in the normal state of man
Challenging another normality - a new one.
Causing mental illness and mental disorders.
CYCLE - FORMULA OF THE TUNNEL SYSTEM - SPIRAL - CENTROFUGE OF THE HUMAN GENOCIDE IN THE
CREATION OF EVERY THREAT / such is the example of the example of KOVID 19 /
Creation of - THREAT - ANXIETY / ANXIETY - STRESS - FEAR - TENSION - UNCERTAINTY - INSURANCE - CHAOS PANIC, MENTAL DISORDERS - MEDICINAL DISORDERS political, public, state measures - coercive actions /
measures, drugs, vaccines / - RELEASE OF MEASURES - REDUCTION OF MEASURES, NEW TYPE - MODIFICATION
OF THE THREAT / pandemic - NEW WAVE - NEW INVOLVEMENT / INVASION Organization, causing coercive and
measures and imposing restrictions on freedoms, rights, vaccination - release of measures/ reduction of
measures - causing vaccination/ other age groups/ - a new threat -modified - a new wave.
The cycle accelerates and accelerates. ACTS AS A CENTRIFUGE.
The cycle is a spiral.
The centrifuge leads to more and more vaccination, during a specific period a new booster dose vaccination,
another booster dose,
In each cycle the tension and pressure on the population increases, multiplies, the coercion of the population
increases.
With each cycle, the pressure increases, forcing others to think, those who do not want to be vaccinated.
Each cycle increases the manipulation and anger, the attitude of the vaccinated against the unvaccinated and
those who do not want to be vaccinated, this is directed by the manipulation of the state, which aims at real
war between different groups of the same layer, shifting the focus of the problem and focuses on anger among
other sections of the population - vaccinated and unvaccinated and unwilling to be vaccinated.
In each cycle more and more groups of people are involved - after the first wave follows the second wave
follows the third wave - forced vaccination of children, young people, mandatory vaccination of adults,
mandatory vaccination of restaurants, malls, businesses.
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Each cycle involves more and more people from different walks of life - workers serving in state and municipal
organizations and institutions.
With each cycle, the pressure on companies, industry, industrial enterprises not to allow unvaccinated workers
in their jobs increases.
With each cycle, the pressure and stratification and confrontation between vaccinated and unvaccinated and
unwilling to be vaccinated increases.
With each cycle, the stratification and confrontation between the different strata of society, different groups
of workers, different groups of employees, different types of industries, different types of enterprises
intensifies and the pressure.
With each cycle, the financial pressure on the population increases, the prices of medicines are constantly
increasing - they increase tenfold, increase the prices of services, food, living expenses - electricity, water, gas.
Fear - the secret weapon for manipulation, management, control of the population
Creating fear is a method of human management.
STAGES OF THE PROCESS OF CREATING FEAR based on the Theory and Practice of Creating and Managing Fear
of Prof. Momchil Dobrev and Prof. Mariola Garibova-Dobreva
Creating a threat that creates fear.
Maintaining fear - by amplitude, by threat.
Increasing fear, threat.
Expanding the fear, the threat.
Multiplication of fear, of threat.
Modification of fear, threat.
Creating fear, threat at different levels of needs.
Creating fear, threat at different levels of perception.
Stress - maintaining stress, increasing fear, multiplying fear / stress.
Causing a change in the normal state of man.
Inducing another normality.
Causing mental illness and mental disorders
The threat creates fear.
Strengthening the threat, maintaining the threat, expanding the threat, multiplying the threat,
It is a threat to life, a threat to health, to whether it will supply food after the economy is blocked and does not
work.
The threat is for his family, for the connections, the contacts, the respect in his family, among children,
relatives, parents, relatives, the threat is also for the close love relationships with the relatives, wife, husband.
The threat to life is after there are lockouts, whether he will have the means to live, whether he will be able to
pay his bills, expenses, expenses for family, children, life and others.
The threat is about life in the environment, the surroundings, the city, the village, the area.
The threat is whether it will be able to provide food for family, relatives, close, elderly parents.
The threat is whether it will be able to provide medicines, whether it will have the necessary medicines in
pharmacies.
Threatened whether there will be access to hospitals, clinics.
The threat is to the home,
There is a threat to human safety from being infected by contact with a neighbor, relative, friend, relative,
colleague, employee in a pharmacy, clinic, hospital.
The threat is whether he will be able to work, whether he will not be fired, whether he will keep his job, how
he will work in lockouts,
The threat is for the career, for the achieved position, position in the work, in the job, for the trust.
The threat is whether he will keep the value of his name, at his professional level.
The threat of whether he will maintain his level in social relations, his level in work,
The threat is whether he will keep the respect of his colleagues, friends, relatives, relatives, neighbors.
The threat is whether he will maintain the prestige and self-respect of colleagues in the service, work, after the
middle of the level at which he is.
The threat is whether he will keep his development in the work, the assessment he has reached in his work,
the recognition in the work - his service, the respect from all levels of contact in his work in the service.
Creating an imaginary threat. The threat creates stress at all levels of consciousness.
The threat creates fear at all levels of the population - pupils, students, workers, bosses, public administration
employees, employees in private companies
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Fear is created at all levels of society.
Fear in children - young, children in kindergartens, children - students in small classes, students in large classes,
students.
Fear in parents of all kinds of children.
Fear in employees.
Fear between different representatives of different strata of society.
- between students, between fellow students
- between passengers in urban and interurban transport, in road transport, bus, urban, transport, metro,
trains, aircraft
Fear among citizens served in various institutions: hospitals, clinics - theaters, cinemas, gyms, gyms, gyms,
salons - shops, small shops - supermarkets, shops of large m \ chains with over 300 sq.m. area - malls, retail
stores, wholesale stores
Fear is created on all levels.
At the level of physiological needs, whether I will survive, whether I will not get sick, whether I will not be
infected by relatives, friends, employees, administrations, co-workers, employees, bosses, employees in the
administration, in hospitals, clinics, ambulances, gyms, universities.
Fear afflicts the psyche in depth.
Fear cannot be transformed into courage, but into helplessness in the case of Kovid 19
The fear created in the pandemic is caused by stress, frustration, anxiety, crisis, chaos, panic, etc. this is a
specific fear, phobia - a pathological form of fear of the pandemic,
Fear is related to affect.
Affect occurs quickly and disrupts the normal course of consciousness, interrupting its unity and harmony.
Here in this case the affect is prolonged, intensifying and attacks and nullifies mental endurance.
The affect in this case narrows the field of consciousness, seeks to conquer it completely and displace
everything else from it.
The problem here is that the affect leads to a real escape from reality, but there is nowhere, there is no
salvation.
The affect in this case erases the sensitivity in humans. His senses are not working, they are wrong.
The affect of fear completely paralyzes thinking.
Affect suppresses the will. Man becomes impulsive in his actions, Man is manipulated by propaganda and the
media.
Affect provokes illogical thinking.
Fear develops at all levels of consciousness, of the subconscious,
Fear also develops at all levels of need.
So fear is a very unpleasant feeling and a very primary emotion that arises in the animal or man naturally,
spontaneously, at the slightest perception of danger or harm. A physical process that unleashes fear is located
in the human brain and it causes immediate physical manifestations such as - increased blood pressure,
increased blood glucose, palpitations, dizziness, lightheadedness, shortness of breath, helplessness, fear of
death, fear of death. insanity, real loss of control reactions.
SOCIAL HUMAN GENOCIDE and forms of creation, management
Social genocide through healthcare, limited access to healthcare
Social genocide through education - a system of state blunting, forgetting and not teaching students to think,
to reason, solve tests that do not bring thought to mind,
Social genocide through the media - Proraganda
Social genocide through manipulation
Social genocide through falmatism
Social genocide through drugs
Social genocide through the creation of diseases and drug addiction systems for these diseases
Social genocide through food - GMOs, water,
Social genocide through mass speculative price increases
Social genocide through low consumer prices - speculative
Social genocide by declaring war in a foreign country
Social genocide by declaring a pandemic
Social genocide by creating crises / economic, political, provocative, food crises
Social genocide through refugee crises
Social genocide by creating inequalities
Social genocide by increasing inequalities
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Social genocide by setting up businesses for poor people
Social genocide through fast loans with high interest rates
Social genocide by increasing the debts of families and people
Social genocide through the creation and types of sexes 34 not on biological grounds and on the basis of social
affiliation
Social genocide by supporting homosexuality
Social genocide through capital
Social genocide by dividing society into layers
Social genocide by supporting minorities
Social genocide through hatred of another people - neo-fascism
Social genocide by banning people from minorities
Social genocide by banning people from minorities from speaking their mother tongue
Social genocide through the erasure of the family
Social genocide by erasing Christianity
Social genocide through drugs and opiates
Social genocide by radiation with HAARP
Social genocide through barriers and restrictions on access to education
Social genocide by erasing and killing moral norms
Social genocide by raising money as an end in itself
Social genocide involves the adoption and enforcement of laws
Social genocide by imposing restrictions
Social genocide by chipping the population
Social genocide through population control through social networks
Social genocide through communication control - eavesdropping
Social genocide by rigging elections
Social genocide by undermining the constitution
Social genocide by undermining democracy
Social genocide by undermining justice in society
Social genocide through mafiaization of the court, state prosecutor's office, police
Social genocide by imposing emergency situations - military, civil and others
Social genocide through public control through laws
Social genocide through the court, the prosecutor's office,
Social genocide through state institutions
4.

MANIPULATION CARRIED OUT DURING THE ENTIRE PROCESS

THROUGHOUT THIS TIME OF PROPAGANDA, ALL THE TIME OF CREATING PUBLIC OPINION
Fears are on all kinds of needs and the hierarchy of needs
Fears are on all elements of life, survival, security.
The intervals are short, the amplitude is huge, CONSTANT, INCREASING.
MANIPULATION OF ALL LEVELS - mostly through television, scientists, mathematicians, who give their advice
and conclusions on medical issues.
PRESSURE - RESTRICTIONS FOLLOW SPECIFIC INDUSTRIES - Restaurants, hotels, schools, halls, universities,
courts.
MANIPULATION AT ALL LEVELS.
The purpose of manipulation is to control, manage people and their consciousness. Here the manipulation is
direct, undisguised, overt, strong, real hidden manipulation of people. Manipulators find the weak point in
people - the fear of death, the fear of infection, the heightened fear of not getting infected, so as not to die.
There is no trust here and it is not aimed at, because it is a real threat to human health and life.
The aim here is to develop a sense of duty to oneself and to other people.
This is done unconsciously.
The constant repetition, repeated, aims to zombie the population.
All this is happening on a subconscious level. The goal is control, management of people's will.
In reality, there is a massive manipulation of consciousness.
Manipulation makes it real and causes a change in people's perceptions and behavior.
The tactics are hidden, violent.
Manipulation aims to control people's behavior towards fear, threats, stress. In reality, people are not given
the opportunity to think, to draw conclusions, to analyze data, facts, evidence.
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Continuous repetition aims to build trust, faith that the actions and decisions of the institutions are right.
There is a real psychological impact, psychological violence on people's consciousness, actions, behavior,
reactions.
In fact, a lie repeated many times every day leads to forced trust.
The real purpose of the manipulation is the value system, beliefs, stereotypes and their real neglect, reset in
this process.
In reality, people are deprived of their freedom of choice, of any choice, people are deprived of their free will.
In reality, people are disoriented.
This manipulation uses not only media, print, but also all information channels - the Internet and others.
In reality, the coercion of manipulation has been achieved.
Manipulation leads to the conclusion that this is EVERYTHING NATURAL AND Inevitable.
In this short and massive process of manipulation, people do not have time to doubt the messages, the data,
the facts.
In reality, manipulation hides aggressive intentions and behavior.
In reality, manipulators know people's psychological vulnerabilities.
Manipulators do not worry at all about the damage, moral, emotional, psychological, behavioral and other to
people.
There is actually a default cheat.
The manipulators do not give any direct answers, scientifically based, the manipulation and manipulation is
done through threats.
They increase fear and insecurity.
Unconditional obedience is intended.
The goal is obedience and the implementation of all actions and measures
It really eliminates the resistance of people's minds to think, discuss, evaluate data, facts, evidence.
Whole confusion, through accusations.
Manipulation uses anger, fear, threats.
Manipulation excludes independence, the ability to resist Through threats is the generation of fear, threats are
aimed at naivety, one hundred percent action, real crushing of consciousness, deprivation of the right to
beliefs, to think, to meaning, to think.
Manipulation makes people emotionally dependent on one hundred percent of manipulation of media,
information networks and systems.
Through manipulation, trust is imposed by force.
Through manipulation is aimed and achieved - blocking consciousness, blocking thought, blocking the ability to
think, reasoning, conclusions statements, blocking the ability to analyze data, facts, results, analysis of lies,
evaluation of truth, distinguishing lies from the truth.
There is no truth or lie here, only what is claimed is the forced truth.
In reality, there is and there is a substitution of facts and evidence.
Personal beliefs - political, religious, moral, worldview, habits, behavior, ways of thinking, habits, mental and
emotional repression and coercion - are attacked and manipulated and erased and destroyed.
Fierce press, pressure, coercion.
The pace of manipulation is very high, the manipulation is continuous, on all channels in all possible ways, at a
high speed that does not allow people to think.
People are being forced to blindly trust everything in the present moment, which is now more than two and a
half years.
Power is used,
People are not allowed or given time to judge for or against.
Conclusions are required, behavior is required, emotion is required, fear and proliferation are required, and
constant fear is instilled, which turns into depression, psycho-deviations.
The press is everywhere, in the family, at work, on the street, in institutions, in public and other transport, on
the streets, shops, malls, clinics, hospitals and others, universities, schools.
Human demoralization and complete dependence on guidelines for action and behavior by the authorities are
aimed at and achieved.
Continuous life in fear, stress, threats from all sides, from all possible relationships.
The weaknesses of the people are being attacked - their fears, anger, fear for life, fear for themselves, for their
relatives, for relatives, for friends, for colleagues.
THE NEGATIVE FEELINGS OF PEOPLE ARE ATTACKED - sadness, fear, anger, hostility, hopelessness,
disappointment, hatred, guilt,.
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THE PURPOSE IS TO CAUSE ONLY NEGATIVE FEELINGS AND NEGATIVE EMOTIONS such as - anger, hatred, fear,
stress, sadness, guilt, frustration, resentment, shame, vulnerability
Consciousness is excluded, reason, thought, total influence of consciousness and causing and CHANNELING OF
PEOPLE'S BEHAVIOR are excluded.
WITH MANIPULATION THEY CONTROL THE EMOTIONS AND FEELINGS OF PEOPLE WHO ARE NEGATIVE, CREATE
THEM ONLY NEGATIVE FEELINGS AND EMOTIONS, AND STRENGTHEN THEY STRENGTHEN ON A HUGE
AMPLITUDE AMPLITUDE.
In reality, this manipulation humiliates a person's personality, his life, the meaning of life. Feelings of guilt
increase.
It creates aggression, anger, guilt, aggression.
One hundred percent zombies - depriving a person of numbers, feelings, thinking.
Manipulation at all levels of needs.
Man's value system, his instinct for preservation is destroyed, and instead his behavior is imputed, which is not
his. At the same time, no alternative opinion is allowed. Anger is created towards people with alternative
opinions, alternative behavior, statements, reflections, reasoning and conclusions of alternative thinkers.
One hundred percent controlled feelings, emotions, thoughts, consciousness.
Conditions are created for the suppression of all positive emotions and feelings of people.
They are replaced and strengthened only by negative feelings and emotions.
A sophisticated technique used by many fraudsters to obtain benefits is human manipulation. Human
psychology is such that they can be managed. Even during business negotiations, the parties try to put
pressure on each other by promoting their point of view. And to protect yourself from outside influence, you
need to get acquainted with various methods of manipulation.
Manipulation creates and maintains only negative feelings in people such as sadness, anger, fear, hostility, hopelessness, disappointment, hopelessness, helplessness, hatred, guilt, anger,
resistance, panic, cruelty, rudeness. People's positive feelings and emotions such as happiness, humor, joy,
love, gratitude, hope, compassion are suppressed by eliminating them and preventing them from appearing in
people.
The propaganda is carried out by the media using scientists, immunologists, doctors, mathematicians,
statisticians. Everyone speaks in the same direction, comments, quotes, discusses and does what is very
interesting the same conclusions that strain the tension
5.

THE PLAN FOR A NEW WORLD ORDER UPAMANIS to facilitate your
UN DOCUMENT FOR A NEW WORLD ORDER of 2001
In fact, plans have been made many times to impose a New World Order. However, we will not mention here
the dates and persons involved in the imposition of the New World Order.
Here we quote the opinion of Henry Kissinger:
"Once the herd accepts the mandatory vaccination, the game is over! They will accept everything! Control the
thinking of the sheep and you will control the flock.
Vaccine manufacturers make billions, and many of you in this room today are investors. This is a big profit! We
are diluting the herd and the herd is paying for the services provided for their destruction. Now, what is there
for lunch !! "
They must all be vaccinated and chipped first! Then they can go outside! - Bill Gates
The beginning of the Cold War in 1947 - Alan Foster Dulles - the first head of the CIA - said:
"We will throw all the gold of the United States, all the power of the United States to deceive and fool the
people of the socialist world. Unnoticed, we will replace human values with false ones. HOW? We will find likeminded people in these countries and Russia. We will carry out grandiose decomposition work, we will extract
the social essence of literature, we will encourage authors who instill in man a cult of sex, violence, sadism,
betrayal - that is, immorality. We need writings that ridicule naturalness and decency, such as archaic
obsolescence, simplicity, impudence, lies and deception, drunkenness and drug addiction, animal fear among
people, shamelessness, slander, and many other vices in man must be moved. In this way we will shake
generation after generation, we will cause erosion and corruption of the youth. We will create a person with a
consumptive psyche of an elementary consumer. We will do all this under the motto PROTECTION OF HUMAN
RIGHTS AND CIVIL RIGHTS.
The new world system, according to Rockefeller, March 20, 1969.
The realities are different - replacing the system of war with the creation of terrorism, another kind of enemy Islamism, Planned Parenthood
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"Population reduction, permission to have children, new guidelines for the meaning of sex, sex without
reproduction, the possibility of universal protection, sexual education among young people as a tool for world
government, supporting abortions with state funds to reduce the population , support for homosexuality,
sexless reproduction technologies, family breakdown, euthanasia and the "death pill", restricting access to
paid health care for the elderly, strict control of access to medical services, elimination of private doctors,
difficulties in diagnosing of new incurable diseases, complicating cancer treatment to reduce population,
causing heart attacks to eliminate people, early school education to accelerate puberty and evolution, merging
all religions, eliminating old religions, changing the bible, through revision keywords, school o education as a
tool for indoctrination, prolonging school time without children learning something, controlling access to
information, schools as municipal centers, seizing certain books from libraries, legal changes that unleash
social and moral chaos, supporting the consumption of drugs to create an atmosphere of urban jungle,
promote alcohol consumption, restrict free travel, the need for more prisons, use hospitals as places of
isolation, create psycho-hospital and physical insecurity, use crime to manage society, limiting American
industrial dominance, displacing nations and economies, uprooting social issues, socializing sports, sex and
violence in entertainment, implanting ID cards / microchips / food control, weather control, exploring more
people in order to instill what is required, falsify scientific discoveries, use terrorism as a basis for imposing
control. "
Television that watches the individual, ownership of property goes into oblivion, the emergence of a new
notarial system.
Here we will quote a speech from the speech of Muammar Gaddafi, the head of the Libyan Jamahiriya at the
64th session of the UN in 2009. who said the following:
"They will create viruses themselves and sell you vaccines after that, they will pretend that they need time to
find a solution, even though they already have it."
Rudolf Steiner - "In the past, the Spirit was removed by decree of the church council, and the soul will be
removed with pharmacotherapy. It will be easy to get a vaccine that will treat the body from the earliest
childhood, even from birth, so that it becomes completely impossible for the human body to ever come to the
thought: "I know that the soul and the Spirit exist!" GA 177/5
Here we quote the plan that is located and prepared at the UN and for which the plan covers the period from
2021 to 2030. and is dated 21.09. 2001 This plan was quoted by Rabbi Amon Yitzhak
The plan is from September 21, 2001.
1. World Government - SP
2. Cashless world currency
3. World Central Bank
4. Global military force
5. End of national sovereignty
6. End of private property
7. End of the family unit - family
8. Decimation of the population - a penalty for every 10th for discipline
9. .Control growth and population density
10. Mandatory vaccination - for the purpose of biological control and genocide
11. Universal basic income, salaries are canceled
12. Implantation of a microchip for payment and monitoring
13. Social rating system
14. Device for monitoring and biological control according to Article 5D
15. Raising the children of the SP schools and universities are the property of the SP
16. Termination of private transport - without owning private cars
17. All companies become the property of the JV
18. Restriction of air traffic
19. Concentration camps - creation of agglomeration centers
20. Elimination of irrigation systems
21. Abolition of private agricultural holdings
22. Closure of private agricultural pastures
23. Removal of single-family houses
24. Limited use of agricultural land
25. Prohibition of natural medicines
26. Prohibition of natural remedies
27. Prohibition of fossil fuels
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To be held from 2021 to 2030.
For the beginning of this plan is specified -Special operation Crown virus
OBJECTIVES AND ACHIEVEMENT:
- the digital economy,
- - digital money,
- - digital medicine,
- - digital education system,
- - digital judicial system.
- - digital social system
- - digital credit system for 24 knotrol
- - digital biometric surveillance, controlling, sanctioning this
The plan must be completed by March 31, 2025. these are actually 25 projects that need to be
implemented and implemented in the first phase of the program.
6.

SCHEMES, PROGRAMS, RESULTS AND CONSEQUENCES OF THE SOCIAL GENOCIDE on the population of
the planet EARTH
With the introduction of bio-, psycho-, socio-diversion,
The scheme aims to:
- Consciously economic
- Psychological
"Military."
- World population reduction scheme
- Business destruction scheme
- Business bankruptcy scheme
- Scheme for buying for nothing of certain businesses.
- Scheme for conquering businesses
The pandemic has the following social and societal effects:
- - causing loneliness
- - Change of communication
- - Confusion of good borders, borders to partners, relatives
- - a change in the meaning of life and how, if and what kind of trace a person leaves a trace of himself
- - collapse of the education system
- - killing the national achievements of democracy
- - ruin of the social system
- - disappearance of tolerance towards others
- - loss of respect for others
- - loss of attention to others
- - polarization of society
- - destruction of national values
- - destruction of national culture
- - destruction of the sense of rights and freedoms
- - the destruction of the middle class
- - increasing poverty
- - increase in begging
- - disappearance of the ability to think critically
- - increasing the closedness, depression, dependence, feelings of slavery and dependence on the decisions
and actions of the government
- - turning one's back on the real facts and evidence
- - dependence on propaganda
- - dependence on the promoted fear and stress
- - increase in mental illness
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- - increase drug abuse
- - increasing the number of homeless people
- - increase in the unemployed
- - increase in malnourished people
- - increase in malignant incurable diseases
- - increase in theft
- - increase in crime
- - increase in homicides
- - increasing the bankruptcies of companies
- - reduction of life expectancy
193 UN member states have been ordered to close their countries since January 2020. This order comes from
the United States, the World Health Organization, and the World Economic Forum, the Bill Gates Foundation.
In fact, millions of people lost their jobs.
Millions of people have lost their savings for life.
Millions of people were left without the means to pay their monthly expenses.
Millions of people have been left without means of subsistence, to pay for themselves and their families.
Millions of people have lost sight of the future.
Millions of people have fallen into the ranking of the poor.
Millions of people have already joined the unemployed,
Millions of companies have gone bankrupt.
Where there was a middle class, it actually moved to the group of the poor.
Millions of people isolated themselves.
Millions of people fell into fear, hysteria.
Millions of people were deprived of their livelihood.
Millions of people have been deprived of the security they have created.
Millions of people were deprived of their liberties.
Millions of people were deprived of their businesses.
Millions of people distanced themselves socially.
Millions of people distanced themselves as a family.
Millions of people have fallen into the realm of family conflict.
Millions of businesses have closed their doors.
Millions of people have isolated themselves from their families, from their work, from society.
George Orwell's Prophetic Manifesto in the 1984 book.
There are facts about a real world dictatorship of the global Oligarchy.
There are social, moral, ethical, civil and legal repressions.
Thoughts and statements about imposing concentration camps in case of refusal of vaccination actually
appear.
This situation is legitimized as a social system of the future.
In reality, everything is built on the basis of exploitation and real fraud.
There are real rumors that Kovid is a punishment for people's sins.
As early as 2011, Pentagon scientists made successful attempts to combine viruses and create a
superspecies that is fast, lightning fast, aggressive, stubborn, elusive.
This bio-engineering became available in 2014. . As a result of these protests, Dr. Anton Fauchi relocated to
the Chinese city of Wuhan.
Of course, not for free, but by paying and transferring 3.7 million USD together with the full
documentation.
In 2011, then-President Barack Obama publicly announced his estimate of 60 million victims of a total and
global pandemic that did not occur at the time. Apparently, however, this has been prepared for a long time.
Millions of people are under stress.
Millions of people are in fear
Millions of people are in a panic.
Millions of people are subject to obedience.
There is a real conspiracy against all of humanity.
2010 try the variant with the chicken flu.
In 2014 in Los Angeles, 64 patients die vaccinated against an obscure virus, about which there is no
information and everything is classified.
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Since then, Bill Gates' doctrine of global vaccination has been imposed and disseminated since 2010.
There are elements of a biodictatorship.
And with certain frequencies, control over human consciousness can be exercised, and man can be placed
under constant constant remote control.
The state imposes a paranormal subordination to the people.
Social and moral distortions occur among people.
There is a process of zombies by the media, which is close to the government.
People swallow all possible and impossible totalitarian orders of the oligarchic dictatorship.
At the same time, public finances are being drained through and under so-called "emergency measures".
The middle class of every country is really being ruined.
It is through the state and the government redistribution of taxes and budgets in favor of companies close to
the government.
In reality, prices are rising dramatically.
The state is realizing the liquidation of social programs for the people.
The necessary and necessary for the treatment medicines disappear from the pharmacies.
Ecosystem talk is present and recovering in countries. This hysteria, which aims again to distribute billions of
euros and dollars between close companies, is constantly intensifying.
Erdogan's words about demographic Islamization are happening and being realized in Europe. This is also the
case in countries such as France, Belgium, the Netherlands, England and other countries.
The erasure, replacement, replacement, erasure of history, which Fukuyama was talking about - the end of
history - is actually being realized.
Fear is becoming a fundamental method of managing people's behavior.
People are deprived of normal communication and exchange of thoughts, ideas, feelings, relationships.
People lose their moral and social senses to observe and understand the environment.
Humans are becoming controllable mice in the hands of the olgarchy.
The oligarchy begins a satanic and sadistic trade with the most valuable thing in people's lives. This turns
people into biomass without norms, ideals, goals, an objective view of life, without thinking, without moral
and other values. People have really lost their personal identities.
The opposition is deprived of the opportunity to react, act, be an active opponent. In reality, the opposition is
depersonalized and destroyed and bled.
Civil society is crowded. Civil society has been liquidated and does not exist.
The printing of money is in progress and at high speed.
"Robbery of budgets" through so-called "stabilization programs", programs to support business, workers.
The hospitals are empty, the patients are treated according to incorrect diagnoses, and the deceased, based
on various reasons, are entered in the statistics in the column "Kovid -19".
Citizens are methodically taught that they must be vaccinated, otherwise they will not be able to travel, they
will not be able to work, they will not be able to study.
In reality, people are killed in hospitals who simply suffer from the flu.
INFLUENZA disappears as a disease in the countries for the respective season - October - December. No one is
talking about the flu and the flu epidemic anymore.
In reality, there are circumstances for informational, social, medical neo-fascism.
Many scientists, doctors, specialists, try to explain the real disease and spread their experience with the
treatment of patients, but all this is not allowed either in the media or on social networks, it is silenced,
removed, deleted.
It is constantly proclaimed in the media that people will die like chickens.
However, everything revolves around money and the profits of companies.
Profits are estimated at billions for pharmaceutical companies, prices are constantly rising, drugs are
deliberately disappearing from pharmacies, and they are starting to be available on the black market.
Even the oligarchy is obsessed with companies that produce either masks or disinfectants or otherл
Interest rates do not fall. Loans run without freezing payments on interest, principal, loans, credits.
At the expense of social benefits, if any, in the country concerned, the prices of all goods and services increase
every day.
Everyone has difficulty paying for basic family expenses.
Everyone has difficulty paying the basic costs of electricity, water, gas, energy.
The prices of the AKP tests are rising and reaching prices up to 10 times the cost of delivery to laboratories,
reaching 190 euros.
The oligarchy drains public funds from the money of all citizens of the country.
There is an escalation in the prices of basic necessities - food, medicine.
Man is witnessing a psycho-bio-social-medical experiment of the oligarchy.
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The oligarchy aims at subordination and control of all humanity, of companies, of nations, of states.
The virus is presented as "God's punishment" for the sins of mortals.
And all this without war, without revolution, without planetary disaster, or even economic crisis.
The theft of people, of companies, is legitimate and legal.
People are separated from the real social environment.
Death is imposed as something normal and institutionalized by the government and as a regulator of social
relations.
Preaching "suffering and death" is something as normal as behavior and social and social environment.
Stress and fear become a normal internal organic state of citizens.
There is a WORLD DICTATORSHIP OF THE GLOBAL OLIGARCHY.
There is STATE AND CORPORATE FASCISM.
The pandemic is seen as a key element of the "FINAL DECISION", the goals of oligarchy and plicration to reduce
the planet's population and digital slavery.
In reality, the virus is a bio-psycho-social weapon of mass destruction.
The oligarchy actually uses all kinds of propaganda tools to implement its plan - causing stress, instilling fear,
falsification, manipulation, provocation, silencing alternative and different opinions and decisions, not giving
airtime to people and professionals with alternative and different opinions and opinions , not giving airtime to
people who have succeeded in treating the virus to share the way and type of treatment, hiding information
about which drugs are useful to fight the virus, deliberately denying alternative methods and treatments, not
allowing airtime in the media of experienced professionals. Silencing, belittling, eliminating the alternative
opinion and decision.
Misinformation and spitting and denial of alternative medicines is an old method of kleptocracy and oligarchy
In reality, this is a crime against humanism, humanity, morality, democratic values, democracy, the rule of law.
The goal is money. Profits are mostly for pharmaceutical companies, for social networking companies, and
companies, social networks, and online commerce mostly for food, medicine.
There is the Holocaust and the Genocide, DICTATORSHIP, BIO-eco-psycho-social demographic cleansing and
destruction of redundant people.
The goal is to clear the planet of unnecessary 4-6 billion people.
The goal is UNIFORM POSSESSION OF THE PLANET'S RESOURCES - WATER, AIR, LAND, NATURAL, ECONOMIC
AND FINANCIAL RESOURCES.
The climate hysteria that we have published and proved to be a SCAM, with the ultimate goal of stealing
billions of money for the oligarchy in another of our articles, is part of the plan.
This is a breakthrough in genetic engineering to be used against humanity.
There is a digital BIODICTATURE.
Social and moral repression in a real digital concentration camp.
The Holocaust is really being carried out for "disinfection", "sanitation", "cleansing of our civilization".
This Holocaust is being realized and promoted under the MOTTO OF CLIMATE BREAKING.
The current process is a kind of gentle dictatorship compared to the state totalitarianism of the last century
through daily brainwashing of citizens.
As the KOVID 19 pandemic REALLY REPLACES AND REPLACES WARING A NEW WORLD WAR, this is a new
hybrid military strategy.
This strategy is from the last 30 years in which the oligarchy of the United States and the WEST after the end of
the Cold War, threw huge efforts and resources to zombie, regulate, reformat, re-educate, retrain the
population to get an amorphous mass that is easy to manage and without problems.
The American DOCTRINE OF THE "AMERICAN CONSENSUS" actually set the goals for the realization of the
geopolitical and world goals of the oligarchy.
The capital of the WEST - the United States and Europe - has cleaned up and eliminated its opponents by
destroying education, health care, pension systems, social systems, civil society, the intelligentsia,
The oligarchy of the WEST - USA and EUROPE poured instead of money as they poured into the Marshall Plan
after World War II, after the collapse of the Eastern bloc, instead of economic recovery they pour huge money
for "non-governmental" organizations for culture, science, sociology, "decommissioning" ”, Sterilization,
ubiquitous brutal Americanization.
The oligarchy erased the achievements of state socialism, education, health care, social system. ….
Huge funds from Soros and state funds are directed to non-governmental organizations, foundations,
associations, academic formations, government projects of the State Department, projects of the Pentagon,
CIA formed by his order. Real recruitment of agents and collaborators to influence the managers and leaders
of the society in the country, special media and marketing projects, active events, disinformation and others.
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For three decades there has been an irradiation, zombies of citizens in oligarchy-related media, denying the
achievements of communism, erasing history, rewriting history, erasing part of history, erasing important
events characterizing the country, changing history most Already on the Second World War, replacement of
the whole history and the important events that characterize the respective state, amnesty of fascism,.
All information is presented under the censorship of American political and economic and geopolitical
interests. In the same way, substitutes such as homophobia, homosexuality, and genderism are proclaimed
and promoted.
This led to the replacement of normal human values with the population with tablets, mobile phones,
smartphones, and complete control through its digitalization and control and subordination.
In reality, the oligarchy has turned the majority of humanity into an amorphous mass of only meaningless,
unprincipled, immoral users, dependent on social networks - Facebook, Instagram, Twitter. This was sacred
consumption for the citizens - the digital world from which they are becoming more dependent, limited,
enslaved.
Citizens have become mass digital users who are reconciled to everything that happens around them and who
are not interested in the problems outside them, in society, in the state. Citizens have become absolutely
selfish, closed in their digital world, without any feeling and attention and respect for their fellow citizens.
Young people have really been reformatted and nullified, because without the possession of values, morals,
experience, they are moving towards the easiest option of their existence.
THE GOAL IS TO CREATE A NEW WORLD ORDER
Under the pretext of freedom of the individual, realization of opportunities, respect for his rights and freedom,
celebration of human rights and
Creating uniform privileges for all
This is also supported by and with the help of laws adopted by various institutions.
It is as in: Moral, Economic, Spiritual.
Social dictatorship, Holocaust - Destruction, Degradation, Degradation
Redefining value concepts
Erasing the achievements of the values system
Erasing the achievements of the value system
Declaring it wrong and against the freedoms and rights of man
Redefine
MORAL MEASUREMENTS
The aim is to disrupt the moral foundations of society
Violation of the moral foundations of the individual citizen
It concerns and is aimed at all ages - from children to the elderly
The method is and the means is the blurring of precisely defined from a cultural, value, moral point of view of
precisely defined boundaries in society, namely:
Garnish between normal and abnormal
Decent - indecent
Acceptable - unacceptable
Honestly - honestly
Worthy - unworthy
Slavery is replaced by the presence of others
Bombing of a city - military strikes for the freedom of citizens
Prisons - a place of imprisonment
The criminal - businessman, banker, entrepreneur
Theft - misappropriation
International organized movement to promote:
- Sexual perversions
- Movement for the rights of lesbians, gays, bisexuals, transgender LGBT people, homosexuals
- organizing parades of these people
- Mass
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Behind the events are: Politicians, senators, mayors, heads of international corporations, international
structures, the European Union, the Council of Europe, senior politicians, NGOs
This is really a destructive policy - the media and various financial institutions are used. It costs millions of
dollars
In reality, society has sexual perversions as abnormal sexual behavior of minority members of society, the
World Health Organization removes and declares homosexuality, abolishes it as a disease.
This is created through the method of "human" humane treatment of all "different" with their unaccepted and
previously sanctioned morals and behavior and value system.
He erases such notions as patriotism, patriotism, honor, dignity, valor, responsibility.
According to the prevailing transgender neoliberal tendency, everyone should accept homosexuals and their
culture, their right to marry, to adopt children. And that it is completely natural for human nature. The
attempt to influence children begins in kindergartens, the society through all kinds of media is constantly
engaged in pedophilia, incest, pornography.
Freedom of speech becomes dehumanization in order to achieve the end result of the destruction of society
itself.
As an example, the techniques and methods, the constant continuous measures and actions for imposing the
Istanbul Convention, the text of which the veiled transgender ideology is veiledly, were deciphered.
The goal here is the degradation of humanity.
Putting incredible pressure on countries to adopt the Istanbul Convention, where the text contains and is fully
present transgender ideology. This aims at the degradation of humanity to be framed and limited norms of
obedience set by specific people.
One of the methods of social terrorism is "Juvenile Justice".
This is a system of measures and actions for non-judicial and extraordinary entry into family relations. The aim
is to seize the child from his family on and on any imaginary unrealistic occasion.
This is a kind of special judicial institution that has nothing to do with law.
It involves an army of bureaucrats who have been given the authority to do so. The so-called "children's
ombudsmen" participate here. To carry out this repression, special structures have been set up, such as: In
Norway - Barnevari, In Finland - Lastensuelo, In Germany - Jugentamt, In the USA - special units for tactical
actions to the US police
One of the tasks of these institutions is to collect denunciations of children against their parents or teachers. It
is normal that even when a student attacks his teacher, he has no right to defend himself or even react.
Another method of this juvenile justice is to impose an early sex life.
This method and way is necessary even in kindergarten explanations for free sexual orientation, choice of
sexual orientation regardless of gender, imposing this social choice of sexuality. Imposing and consolidating
this social sexual choice. Imposing this rule as normal
Another method is to impose a methodology for choosing the sex of the child by himself
Another method is the anesthesia of the young population.
Another method is to seize children from their parents
The method: Every action or inaction of the parents towards the child, every expressed or unspoken opinion
and advice and advice, and the bureaucracy interprets them as it wants with the ultimate goal - taking away
the child.
Parents are prohibited from using penalties in the upbringing and education of their child.
Each of these services has a program plan and a corresponding percentage of effectiveness of their actions.
All this is under the auspices and slogan "children protected by their parents."
The goal is to take more and more children, regardless of their family, children and even rich families, from
well-off families.
Reasons for taking away children7
- Invented by employees
- According to officials, occasions
- Like: "you make omelets not in Norwegian"
"You make the child wash his hands."
- These actions are defined as "bad mother", "bad father"
In England the technology of:
- Concerns about emotional abuse
- Threat of emotional harm
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- Unpaid rent
- Unpaid rental costs
Reasons:
"Broken furniture."
- Fallen knife, fork, spoon
Suffocating love of the mother
NO ONE ASKS THE CHILD'S WISH
In Germany, the child is taken away because the parents forbid him to attend lectures and seminars on "sexual
education".
THE SYSTEM OF DESTRUCTION OF THE CHILD'S PSYCHOLOGY
- Transfer from one foster family to another.
DESTRUCTION OF THE CHILD'S PSYCHOLOGY
- Even if the child does not agree, his wishes are not taken into account, it is done
THE PURPOSE - MORE CHILDREN TAKEN AWAY EVERY YEAR
Children who are taken away. CHILDREN'S SELECTION - SLAVE MARKET - CHILDREN Preference for children's
selection Slave market,
LACK OF THE CONCEPT OF MAN AND WOMAN AT THE STATE LEVEL
The example of Norway. Pedophilia is not a crime.
It even stimulates sex life between father and daughter and mother and son.
PEDOPHILIA NORMAL CONDITION
QUOTATION FOR ANNUAL YEAR in the countries concerned
Plans and goals are set for a continuous increase in the quota for taking children away from their parents.
Competition is created between the respective different state structures to compete and overfulfill their plan
Graphs and charts of the achieved results are published every month
Employees of these institutions are constantly looking for children who could complain, they even encourage
them to make this complaint, they force the children to complain and then they act.
Posters are placed in schools and people are encouraged to complain: as an example - if your parents ask you
to do your homework - call. We will help you get rid of such parents. "
RESULTS AFTER TRANSFER OF CHILDREN
-Mental disorder
- Rape
- Fornication
- Bullying
- "Suicide."
THE REMOVAL OF CHILDREN - LEGAL BUSINESS FROM SHELTERS
Shelters receive an average of 400 euros per month per child.
WITHDRAWAL OF CHILDREN IMMEDIATELY AFTER THEIR BIRTH.
STATE TERROR OVER THE FAMILY
In Switzerland, 300,000 abducted children are reported.
DEPRIVATION OF CHILDREN BECAUSE AFTER THE BIRTH HE WEIGHED 300 grams LESS
STATISTICS
In France, by the year 2000, with a population of 60 million, more than 2.3 million children had been deprived.
In 2008, there were 110,000 children.
In Finland, an average of 10,000 children are taken away each year.
In Germany, where juvenile justice is most prevalent in 2009, 70,000 children were taken away from a
population of 82 million.
In Norway, the number is 200,000 children a year.
LEGALIZATION OF NON-TRADITIONAL MARRIAGES and receiving abducted children
In Europe, there is an adopted regulation which defines how the upbringing of children takes place and in what
way. This regulation sets a deadline for the newborn child to realize and determine "his / her gender identity" whether he or she is gay, lesbian, bisexual, transvestite, transgender.
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EUROPE AND THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION IMPOSING 34 TYPES OF SEXUALITY
GENDER IDENTITY - EUGENETIC TERRORISM AND GENOCIDE
STIMULATION OF EMPLOYEES
For each child taken away, the employee receives a bonus for destroying the family.
As occasions: Phone call from the child, Phone call from a neighbor
The children are handed over to SHELTERS and FOSTER FAMILIES
FINANCIAL COUNTRY
In Norway, a foster family receives 10,000 kroner a month.
These foster families are given 20 times more money to raise a child than they do
LIMITING THE OPPORTUNITY OF PARENTS WHO ARE DEPRIVED OF CHILDREN TO APPEAL THROUGH COURT
AND JUDICIAL AND LAW ENFORCEMENT
Juvenile Justice In Western Europe and the United States, it acts as a state within a state, and unlike the state,
it does not have as much power and control over governance as this supposed state.
This is a purposeful plan for a program to change and change the relationship between the state and the
family. This is a real manifestation of fascist eugenics. The goal and policy of this country is the destruction of
the family as the basic structure of society. And birth control
And then ruin the lives of children taken away from the family, under the pretext of protecting children. All this
is under the pretext of protecting children.
There is coercion, pressure, the rights and freedoms of the individual, the right to free choice, the right to
choose upbringing 1 the right to inviolability of relations between children and parents
SALE OF KIDNAPPED CHILDREN and their sale to international organ traffickers.
THE SALE of abducted children and their sale to drug cartels that use them to transfer and sell drugs.
PEOPLE AND STRUCTURES WHO DEAL WITH CHILDREN.
PEOPLE who program a reduction in the birth rate, and the legalization and distribution of drugs, the
distribution of contraceptives, freedom of abortion, early sexual education and education, early sexual
relations, sexual relations between children and parents, sexual assaults by homosexuals which is considered
normal ,
The adoption of homosexual twins to children
Protection of child pornography
Protection of pedophilia as a normal state of social sexual relations
Protection of sexual growths.
Dressing children in clothes of the opposite sex for normalcy,
Change, replacement, replacement of moral foundations
Change, replace, replace the value system
PROPAGABLE OF HOMOSEXUALITY, DEGENDARISM AS NORMALITY
THE MEDIA, ADMISSION OF THESE ACTIONS AND MANIFESTATIONS
Therefore, none of the above is considered WRONG.
SEXUAL IDENTITY as a social action and decision, not based on gender.
Proclamation of sexual identity. Spiritual dimensions of social terrorism
Social terrorism poisons society, changing aesthetic criteria, removing the line between beauty and ugliness,
the sublime and the mediocre.
For this form of social terrorism, art is a convenient field of expression.
Preferred areas are fashion and painting, theater sculpture and music
Gay musicians are tolerated. These musicians created new trends after nightmares or other similar conditions.
Such creative personalities create completely absurd fashion trends that really have nothing to do with reality,
or with the creative picture of life, or with the creative imagination.
The conciliatory attitude of society is used. society does not dare to really say its opinion and deny what is
happening. The reason is the aggressive noise with which spiritual terrorists proclaim and propagate their
activities.
The effect of group thinking is used here.
Dangerous to put oneself in the role of a layman if one does not agree with others.
In this way it accumulates and upgrades and multiplies in the public perception, blurring and destroying to the
point of extinction the boundary between value and vulgarity, beauty and ugliness.
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This is especially detrimental to the mental well-being of society.
Economic impact of social terrorism.
Opposition of generations in the family
Confrontation of social strata
Opposition of the generations in the community
Opposition of the groups depending on the education of Fr.
Through social terrorism, it has an economic impact on the well-being of society.
This is realized by state and international structures, non-governmental organizations and free associations.
In the field of healthcare: - targeted budgetary restrictions. Reducing the birth rate
Reduce life expectancy increase stress and hence
psychiatric health facilities to get rid of their patients Violence, suicides, murders committed by such persons
deprived of health treatment people.
PHARMACEUTICALS
Massive constant terror of society.
The goal is to gain profits strong lobbying direction and direction pharmaceutical corporations enforce an
international ban on proven ineffectiveness and drugs, eliminating competitors from the market.
For example, a ban in one country on the production of drugs in order to be produced by corporations in
foreign countries in order to make huge profits.
PROHIBITION OF NATURAL FORMS OF TREATMENT
Switching to chemical drugs
Creating dependence of drug circulation on patients.
Once taken, the patient becomes addicted to using only this and continuously this drug. This is with
antidepressants.
This is a typical "drug" stocking of patients with specific drugs.
THE COSMETIC INDUSTRY
Pharmaceutical corporations Through the media - the media Advertising is promoted in the media specific
drugs or products. At the subconscious level, the constant promotion of these products with mental impact is
actually imposed by public terror and such products.
USE OF CHEMOTHERAPY FOR BENEFITS AND REAL AND USELESSNESS
USE OF MEDICINES AGAINST HYPERTENSION AND DEPENDENCE DEPENDENCE
CREATING DEPENDENCE ON MEDICINES AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS.
INTRODUCTION OF FLUORITE IN WATER TO BLOCK THE PITUIZED
Continuous development of drugs with addictions.
CREATION OF VACCINES that kill and make addictions
POISONING the population with chemicals from the air and INFECTION with viruses and other pathogens.
IRRADIATION OF THE POPULATION WITH MICROWAVES AND IMPACT ON THE BRAIN AND DUNNING OF
PEOPLE AND ON HEALTH FROM THERE.
DIFFERENT DIFFERENT GENERATIONS
OPPOSITION OF INDIVIDUAL SOCIAL LAYERS OF SOCIETY
OPPOSITION OF CHILDREN
Bringing the younger generation together with their parents
OPPOSITION OF VARIOUS LEADERS - GRAIN PRODUCERS AND BREEDERS.
Mothers cannot receive childbirth allowance.
Foster families receive a larger amount from the mother from whom the child was taken.
Opposing your mother and retirees - because retirees need to receive more money, the reduction is sent to
mothers.
Opposition of different generations - for Brexit in ENGLAND J. the old people have eaten the madness of the
young.
Forms of opposition smokers - non-smokers
It has been scientifically proven that smoke affects non-smokers.
TOLERANCE OF MARIJUANA AND DRUGS
Drug use is even tolerated
The use of marijuana is even tolerated - Legalization of amariuhuana use.
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That's why e-cigarettes are emerging - which cost more money. tools and use ivm.
The ban on smoking causes the use of anti-smoking drugs - which in turn causes the use of antidepressants.
However, a person can give up antidepressants and become addicted for the rest of his life.
In this way, the transition to drugs already brings huge profits.
STATE SUPPORT FOR MINORITIES IN ALL AREAS - TELK, aid, aid for children - older, aid for electricity, heating
and other social assistance, energy assistance, assistance with energy appliances.
Wrong policies towards minorities.
Instead of social integration, decisions are made that oppose different minorities. The various minorities
oppose and oppose the indigenous population by using the social system for their financial and other support with advantageous and with greater advantages.
That is why, for example, the European Commission has allocated 450 million euros for the integration of the
gypsy population in Bulgaria, which amounts of money have gone to misuse,
No control is sought for the use of such funds and these funds.
In this way, they enrich politicians and representatives of non-governmental organizations to which they
support such minority groups. Laws are not obeyed, different clans of these minority groups are opposed
Practically minority groups live on the backs of the rest of the population.
Minority groups are also supported by the state. The money for a foster family from such a minority group is
ten times bigger than the money the state has to give to the mother.
Separately, the money that the state gives to large families from such a minority group is so much that parents
do not really need to work.
In addition, terror and crimes committed by members of these minority groups are on the rise.
THE REFUGEES
GENDERS
IN ECONOMY AND ECONOMY
Different standards are required for cucumbers, shape and length of cucumbers, size of tomatoes, for stakes
in vineyards,
About how and why they should keep pets
Therefore, how and why animals should be raised are their own production and use of their meat.
About stray and stray dogs and cats
How to raise chickens.
IMPOSSIBLE ANIMAL EPIDEMICS ARE BEING CREATED in order to kill them, and thus huge and large producers
to set up businesses in these areas and produce - in the first place, the initial humiliation of competition.
For the musical needs of the little pigs
To reduce psychological stress on animals.
For happy hens and other types of hens.
Eggs from happy hens. Placing animals in a natural environment
To the dentistry of animals
Imposition of norms for "Ehuman killing of animals".
POLICY OF CHANGING PRIORITIES
The prevailing directives and regulations impose restrictions and prohibitions on the underdeveloped EU
Member States,
SOCIAL TERRORISM causes irreparable damage to society
The results of these social measures are not discussed.
POPULATION CONTROL
Principles of INEQUALITY MANAGEMENT BY REPRESENTATIVES OF FINANCIAL BANK RESOURCE
TECHNOLOGICAL MAFIOTIZED MATERIALISM as a form of SOCIAL GENOCIDE.
Managing inequality through:
- Through laws - taxes, insurance, regulations, benefits, pensions
- Through the pension system
- Through education
- Through healthcare - hospital, health insurance, inpatient and outpatient care, creation of corrupt practices
in hospitals, clinics, medical guilds, lack of treatment, non-access to treatment, non-access to medicines
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- Through pharmaceuticals - the creation of drugs that cause addiction, morbidity,
- through the banking system
- through the financial system
- by generating crises - currency, economic, government,
- through the economy
- through the media
- through psychoses, psycho-attacks
- through businesses for the poor
- through business for the rich and the super-rich
- by creating a debt system
- through greater poverty
- by reducing the rent - income from rents, capital investments, real estate and others
- Through government policies
- By imposing laws / on the example of the European Commission and the European Union
- By creating corrupt practices at state institutions - NRA, police
- By creating a mafia in all state institutions
- By creating a mafia in the judiciary - court, prosecutor's office,
"Through wars."
- By lack and limitation of opportunities for realization
- Through wages and the creation of a system of minimum wages for 99% of the population
- By creating a group of poverty and a group of the super-rich
- Through the tax system - increase taxes
- By setting a minimum wage and its dependence on GDP and other indicators.
- By supporting foreign direct investment to launder money in the country concerned.
- By providing average incomes that ensure a minimum of human existence without creating other
opportunities for realization
The only goal is the profit and enslavement of peoples, states, governments, the creation of monopolies.
Participating countries - banks, financial institutions, companies - oil, resources, steel, oil, food, medicine,
fuels.
Finance and money determine politics, wars, peace.
Purpose:
Control of governments - not only through finances, but also the cultivation of loyal government and state
citizens - from universities, secular institutions, clubs, lodges, foundations, which then or become presidents,
prime ministers, ministers, heads and important departments .
Control of the security services and mastery of compromising information.
Control of entire countries
Through debt securities control governments, states.
Control of money, their circulation, movement, direction, direction.
Policy control and implemented policies
Press control
Policy control
Control of Masonic lodges
Meaning and purpose of war, military conflict, aggression - profit.
Control and prevention of the introduction of technologies.
Control and prevention of the production of technology and free energy to be used by all peoples and nations.
Control of patents that contribute to the development of civilization, not to see the light of day, to be
forgotten, not to be used.
Control and liquidation of scientists who have created innovative solutions for the benefit of mankind in
science, technology, treatment.
Control and prevention of the production of developments for the treatment of deadly diseases.
Import and export of corruption in a country led to its destabilization.
Import of terrorism.
Export and import of mafia principles in one country
Debt economics, money control. He who controls money controls states, societies, peoples, governments.
Possession of the masses, peoples, personalities.
Personality control, with debit, credit cards, mobile phones, mobile applications - continuous control.
stta.
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Control of civil society through foundations - NGOs in order to replace public opinion, their funding in order to
control and manage society.
Possession of not all land resources, oil, gold, silver, uranium and income from them.
Disease management of the population.
Population management through environmental pollution
Technology management, when one technology should be implemented, why not, keep another, disappear.
Private repositories of vast treasures.
Generating crises - all kinds, economic, currency, social, refugee, conflicts, wars, political crises. The financial
crisis occurs the fastest, the currency crisis occurs instantly, followed by economic crises, Part of the financial
crisis and one type of it is the currency crisis. A financial crisis follows. Economic crises always follow.
World currency controlled by members.
Crisis generation schemes:
-Concusing wars
-Concluding military conflicts
-Concluding military intervention in a country
- Import and export of corruption, of the mafia,
-Det withdrawal of money from circulation, immediately creates economic crises. They, in turn, cause
enormous damage to entire countries. Accordingly, he receives loans.
-Refugee crisis - caused - creates economic, social, demographic, social, political crises.
-Concluding a financial crisis
-Concluding a currency crisis
-Concluding economic crises
- Causing a political crisis - not always in the last place
- Increasing the deficit - in order to support
- World wars are becoming redundant due to the danger of nuclear exchange, so terrorism will be used.
- Managing the population through fear. Instilling fear in the population.
- Creating an antipode - through fear, manipulation,
- Creating a machine for intrigue
- Creating a machine for illusory occasions - for wars, conflicts, aggression, sabotage,
-Including inflation and deflation afterwards
-Creation of an antipode - with the ultimate goal of the Cold War battle - huge profits are generated, huge
cash flows,
- Ownership of resources
- The machine of intrigue and compromising and creating false occasions.
- Generating, financing and combating terrorism.
SCHEME FOR ESTABLISHMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF INEQUALITY
CREATING PRODUCTS FOR THE POOR - CREATING EVEN GREATER POVERTY - QUICK LOANS QUICK LOANS
WITHOUT SECURITY, CONTRACTS WITHOUT WORKING WITHOUT WORKING
All this will presuppose stress, fear and insecurity in global disasters.
The vent will be gambling, alcohol, drugs - bigger profits, more addiction.
These industries will make huge profits.
Businesses with second-hand, second-hand and second-hand goods will be developed
On the other hand, the state maintains this laughter by increasing taxes, increasing insecurity, in justice, in
obtaining justice,
Creation of laws through which the government and their administration can determine their own level of
taxes, amount of taxes - profit tax, real estate tax, municipal waste tax, elimination of the opportunity to
appeal the incredibly huge tax assessments - illegally determined and way from the apprentices.
The mafia will run the administrative courts - there will be no real possibility of justice.
The goal will be to reduce the middle class, to weaken it, to destroy it, to bleed it, to have no strength to
develop, to withstand crises and create competitive products, services. The real investment opportunities for
the middle class will disappear, reduce purchasing power.
As a result, the middle class will move to the global poor.
Both the global poor and the middle class will enter the spiral of poverty - the centrifuge - the whirlwind of
destruction and slavery. And the debt spiral.
In reality, the middle class will evaporate.
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The system of lack of money will be covered by fast loans with huge interest rates - with exponentially high
interest rates.
Only two types of business are developing - business for the huge rich and business for the global poor. Only
for these two layers.
Global inequality as an opportunity for business to deepen and increase.
Creating products and services for the global poor to sell products to increase poverty - Quick loans
- Contracts without fixed working hours
- Quick loans
- Loans with huge interest rates
- Follow as a reaction - stress, tension - which leads to an increase in the business of alcohol, drugs, gambling
- Cheap goods stores
- As a result, pressure on the middle class, which at some point will be forced to disappear.
- The middle class will move to the poor class
- Holidays, new car and more
Generate crises that will cause a stronger and more complete impoverishment of the middle class, as the poor
class will multiply.
The institutions that create the division of the strata, the management of this division both for whole countries
and in the countries themselves, increasing this division, strengthening the division. IMF, World Bank
Mafia - intensifies inequalities through corruption
The mafia exacerbates inequalities through mafia-style behavior.
Rising cost bubble
They work with a wage from poverty - stratige - insecurity.
The poor die 10 years before the rich.
Social cleansing
Social cleansing and through Islamization
Work in 12-hour shifts with a contract without working hours.
There is a steady increase in costs. Debt inequality is increasing. Debt as a means of increasing division.
Through debt can be managed, control the division.
Public procurement is managed only by the companies of the rich, poor and medium-sized companies are
pushed out of competitions, tenders, public procurement.
Public procurements are made for specific huge companies so that only they meet the conditions and
requirements for participation in the relevant tender, competition and public procurement.
The debt industry is often the means of creating, managing, controlling the division of society.
The financial industry by providing fast loans with high and huge interest rates.
The rich invest in products, industries, business services for the poor.
They practically deepen and thus accelerate division and inequality.
MINIMUM WAGES - a tool for increasing inequality, division of society
MONEY LAUNDERING SCHEMES as a means of division between nations, peoples.
7.

Conclusion

The goal of the New World Order is to create and impose DIGITAL MAFIOSIS with elements of a new
Holocaust, genocide and dictatorship from the deep mafia and the global Masonic elite
8.
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